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ABSTRACT

The National Mineral Inventory and Corporate Records are two
of the databases maintained by the Mineral Policy Sector of

Energy, Mines and Resources Canada.
These databases have provided much of the information needed
for a large number of analyses and studies carried out over the
past 15 to 20 years for the formulation of mineral policies for
Canada.
Such studies have included: estimations of Canada's mineral
resources, the selection of sites for national parks, assessments
of proposed transportation routes, examination of the rates and
casts of discovering mineral deposits in Canada, evaluations of
the relative successes of junior and senior exploration
companies, looking at trends in the numbers of promising mineral
deposits in Canada, assessing patterns of change in the levels of
Canadian ore reserves, and the making of forecasts of Canadian
production capability for certain major metals.
These databases have also found certain applications in the
private sector, notably as tools for the selection of depositspecific and regional targets by mineral exploration companies.
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One of the objectives of this conference is to
encourage the exchange of ideas and experiences among the many of
us here today who are involved in the collection, dissemination,
management or utilization of geoscience information. In this
particular session, we are going to hear about resource databases
and their use in decision making. This paper deals specifically
with databases related to mineral resources.
The authors of this paper are employed by the Mineral
Policy Sector of the Canadian federal government Department of
Energy, Mines and Resources. The Mineral Policy Sector collects
mineral resource and resource-related data which it makes
available in various formats to other government agencies, to
exploration and mining companies, to industry associations, to
academia and to thegeneral public.
However, the Mineral Policy Sector is also a prime user
of the data that it collects, The variety of uses of mineralresource and related data within the Mineral Policy Sector is the

main focus of this paper.

THE NATIONAL MINERAL INVENTORY of CANADA

The National Mineral Inventory of Canada and corporate
Records are two of the major databases maintained by the Mineral
Policy Sector.
Many of you will have already discovered the National
Mineral Inventory exhibit located in the commercial exhibition
area of this conference. Mr. Andy Sozanski, the manager of the
National Mineral Inventory, will be pleased to show you sample
reports prepared from the Inventory and to answer any questions
that you may have about this database. For the benefit of those
who have yet to visit the exhibit, we will b r i e f l y describe the
main features of the National Mineral Inventory.
The National Mineral Inventory contains selected
information on almost 30,000 mineral occurrences, mineral
deposits as well as current or former mines in all provinces and
territories of Canada. Figure 1 shows both sides of a typical
National Mineral Inventory record. A typical record contains:
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Property Name
Main mineral commodity and associated commodities
Province or territory
Feature located
Latitude and longitude
Mining division, mining district, township
National topographicsystem reference
Brief geological description of deposit
Exploration and development history
Production history: (tonnage mined, average grade, etc.)
Bibliographic sourcesof data
Map references
Date of compilation, compiler's name
Other information

National

MineralInventory records

areused to produce
the
Canadian exploration industry. Among the more widely used recent
ones are "Canadian Mineral Deposita Not Being Mined in 1989",
which lists some1,600 known Canadianmineral occurrences for
which tonnage and grade have been determined; Map 900A- (39th
edition) "Principal Mineral Areas of Canada"; “Gold” Deposits and
Occurrences in Canada- February 1989" and "Base Metal Deposits
and Occurrences in Canada- February 1989''.
The latter two
publications are computerized indexes to a l l deposits contained
in the National MineralInventory card file reported to contain
gold or bass metals respectively.
a variety of summary and index reports of interest to

CORPORATE RECORDS

Over the past 100 years or so, the Mineral Policy
Sector and its predecessor organizations haveassembled a
comprehensive collectionof company annual reports,press
releases, stock exchangeand securities commission reports,
articles clipped from mining and business periodicals and other
related data. This collection, whichis organized on a companyby-company basis, has grown over the years and currently occupies
almost 300 metres of shelf-space in our Ottawa offices.

For small companies, these records arenormally
attached chronologically in a file folder. However, large
companies have specific filesfor each of the main categories
of
records listed above. The largest collection of company records
is that for 1 x 0 Limited and its predecessor companies which
contains material datingback to 1903 and occupies some 1.5
metres of shelf space. It is not uncommon to have to search
files for the early 1900s for information relevant to current
mineral policy topics.
2

Apart from being accessible to thegeneral public, this
collection of corporate records is an indispensable source of
basic information for the preparation of National Mineral
Inventory records. It is also an essential source of information
in the day-to-day work of many of us in the Mineral Policy
Sector. The authors are probably the two largest users of
information from corporate records in the Department.
POLICY ANALYSIS

The National Mineral Inventory and Corporate Records
have provided essential data for studies leading to mineral
policy decisions. Experience has shown that the exploration,
development and production histories are usually the most useful
items of National Mineral Inventory information.
National Mineral Inventory records are assembled from a
wide range of sources and the resulting histories of exploration,
development and production are often the only comprehensive
source of information that exists for most Canadian mineral
deposits or mineral occurrences.
Data contained in the National Mineral Inventory and in
Corporate Records have been used extensively in
studies designed
to answer questions such as:
A r e we now finding the many mineral commodities produced

Canada at rates comparable to those of the past?

in

Is it becoming more expensive to discover ore in Canada?
Can we expect to discover new orebodies in the future at
rates and costs that will enable Canada to remain a
competitive producer of minerals?
What level of mineral-exploration expenditures is required
to maintain current Canadian production or to maintain world
market share?
Are there specific mineral commodities for which Canadian
mineral-exploration efforts should be concentrated in order
to maintain Canadian output and concentrate feed for
'Canadian smelters?
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Are junior companies or senior companies more effective at
finding mineraldeposits?
of ore discovery been in the
What have historical rates
various raining districts in Canada? Have rates of discovery
been declining so as to indicate resource depletionin
specific miningdistricts? Can we still count on mining as
a major source of employment in such districtsor should
alternatives be sought?
A few of the policy-oriented projects that werecarried
out over the past 15-20 years using National Mineral Inventory.
and Corporate Records are described below.

1. Resource Assessment

In theearly 19708, a major project was undertaken to
evaluate Canada's resources of the major metals. This project
relied on expertise from the Canada Centre for Mineral and Energy
Technology and from the MineralPolicy Sector, but mainly from
the Geological Survey of Canada, which supplied some 10 to 12
scientists, allof them specialists in mineral-deposit geology,
for several months.
This project resulted in the first compilation of
Canada's reserves and known resourcesand estimates of as-yetundiscovered resources of copper, nickel, zinc, lead, molybdenum,
uranium and iron ore. Reserves and resources were subdivided
into different economic categories.
Listings of Canadian mines, known mineral deposits,
production, tonnages, grades and the like were obtained largely
from the National MineralInventory.
2.

Site Selection for National Parka

During the 1970s and 1980s, the Department of Energy,
Mines and Resources wasasked for advice concerning possible
locations of new national parks. Evaluation by the Geological
Survey of Canada of the mineral potentialof such sites was
one
of the elements contributing to such policy decisions. The
National Mineral Inventory provided data that wereimportant in
the selection of park locations and park boundaries.
3,

Mineral area Planning Study

In the late 1960s and early 19708, the Government of
Canada received many requests for the fundingof certain mineral4

related activities, Setting priorities for available funds was a
major problem faced by decision makers. A major study was
carried out inthe Department of Energy,Mines and Resources to
provide the background needed to help in setting priorities.
Much of the analysis of mineral potential was based on data from
the National Mineral Inventory.

Figure 2 is a mineral potential map of the different
geological regions of Canada. This map is one of over 60
illustrations found in the "Mineral Area Planning Study"
prepared, in April 1975, by the Mineral Policy Sector.
The Mineral Area Planning Study was meant to answer
questions such as:
What are the forecast domestic and

export requirements for
copper, nickel, lead, zinc, molybdenum, iron ore, and
uranium
the major metallic mineral commodities mined in
Canada?

--

What is the forecast availability of each of these minerals
to the year 2000, both from current Canadian mines and from
mines likely to be developed fromcurrently-known deposits?
What quantities of additional reserves will have to be
generated in Canada to meet the forecast domestic and export
requirements, and when?
In which mineral-producing regions of Canada will levels of
production capability expand or decline? Where and when are
mine closures due to depletion likely to cause regional
problems?

For what commodities, in which regions, and in what way
could efforts be directed toward developing mineral
potential?
For what commodities and in which regions could development
efforts be deferred?
4.

Transportation Planning

We have already mentioned the periodic National Mineral
Inventory publication "Canadian Mineral Deposits Not Being
Mined". There have been six editions to date, in 1976, 1978,
1980, 1983, 1986 and the latest in 1989. Some 8,000 copies have
been distributed over the past fourteen years.
The first edition was prepared in 1975-76 because
a
catalogue of known but unmined Canadian mineral deposits was
5
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needed to assist with the making of policy decisions concerning
new transportation routes such as thethen-proposed oil and gas
pipelines from the Arctic, a proposed railroad for the Yukon and
proposed new northern roads, in all of which the federal
government was to be involved.

Prior to thecompilation of the first edition of
"Canadian Mineral Deposits Not Being Mined", there was no single
easily-accessible inventory of the mineral deposits located near
the proposed routes. Such deposita could benefit from changes to
the proposed routes or might provide additional sources of
freight

.

5.

Canadian Ore Dimcovmry Rates

Over the years, five different studies of ore-discovery
rates and discovery costs in Canada have been prepared in the
Mineral Policy Sector and predecessor organizations (Cranstone
and Martin, 1973; Cranstone, 1980a, 1980b; Cranstone, 1982;
Cranstone, 1985; Cranstone and Lemieux, 1988; Cranstone, 1989;
Cranstone and Whillans, 1989). Without the National Mineral
Inventory and Corporate Records to complement explorationexpenditure data collected by Statistics Canada and the
Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, none of these studies
would have been feasible.
Annual exploration-expenditure statistics for Canada
were first gathered by the Government of Canada for the year
1946. Such data are not available for prior years. Although
quantities of metal discovered in Canada can be analyzed starting
with the first orebody that was discovered in 1845, Canadian orediscovery costs can be measured only for the period after 1945.
National Mineral Inventory and Corporate Records were
the major sources of infomation used to prepare comprehensive
lists of Canadian mineral deposits and mines. These records were
also invaluable in assigning a year of discovery to each of the
more than 2,500 metallic mineral deposits (excluding deposits of
iron) that have been discovered in Canada over the past 150
years. They were also indispensable in compiling p a s t production
and determining remaining ore reserves for each deposit.
The following illustrations are taken from the most
recent of the three analyses of overall Canadian rates of ora
discovery and ore-discovery costs. This study covers the period
1946 t o 1982 inclusive. For further details concerning this or
other studies, see the attached list of references.
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Figure 3 (Cranstone, 1989) shows the value of metal
contained in Canadian mineral deposits discovered over the period
1946-1982. The amount of each metal contained in each of the
deposits discovered over this period has been multiplied by a
corresponding market price (adjusted for inflation) in order to
be able to add together the value of various quantities of
copper, zinc, silver, gold, andso on, measured in tons or
ounces, depending on the metal.
The years 1954-1956 mark an anomalously-high period of
discovery. Major discoveries took place during that period, most
likely because of the application of newly-developed airborne
geophysical techniques and because the first thorough exploration
programs were then successfully carried out in what subsequently
became major Canadian mining districts.
While Figure 3 shows the results of exploration, it
does not take mineral-exploration expenditures into account.

Figurr 4 (Cranstone, 1989) portrays Canadian exploration
expenditures over the same three-year periods, adjusted to remove
the effects of inflation.
Figure 5 (Cranstone, 1989) shows the value of metal
discovered in Canada perdollar spent on exploration. This is
obtained by dividing the value of discoveries by the amount spent
on exploration for each three-year period. Two features stand
out: (1) an anomalous discovery peak over the 9-year period 19481956 and ( 2 ) the significantly lower discovery success over 19781982 inclusive, the last five years of the study period.
Although the periods 1948-1950 and 1951-1953 did not
stand out inthe illustration of discoveries (Figure 3), they do
in Bigura 5 because of the low exploration expenditures during
those periods relative to the quantities of metal discovered.

Bigurr 6 (Cranstone, 1989) shows that only a few major
deposits and mining districts contain the major portion of the
mmvaluemv
of metals discovered in Canada over the period 1946-1982.
Bigurmm 7 , 8, and 9 (Cranstone, 1989) show the quantities of
copper, zinc and molybdenum discovered in Canada over the period
1946-1982. Similar illustrations were published for 15 metals.
B i g u r m 10 (Cranstone, 1989) depicts the quantities of
copper discovered in Canada by the seven geological deposit types
of significance for copper occurring in Canada. Similar
illustrations were published for zinc, uranium, silver and gold.
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The analysis on which Figure 10 is based required
extensive consultation with deposit specialists at the Geological
survey of Canada because the updating of information on deposit
type in National Mineral Inventory records had yet to be
completed. When the descriptions of deposits are brought up to
date, it will be possible to carry out more of this type of
analysis using the National Mineral Inventory alone.
Although exploration-expenditure data go back only to
1946, one can use National Mineral Inventory records to compile
discovery rates for the major metals from the beginning of
mineral exploration and discovery in Canada. Bigurm 11
(Cranstone, 1985) shows gold discovered in Canada per ten-year

period from the time of the first Canadian gold discovery.
Despite a history of gold exploration in Canada overthe past
one-and-a-half centuries, the discovery analysis indicates that
more gold was found in Canadaduring the ten-year period 19761985 than in any other previous ten-year period.

Bigure 12 (Cranstone, 1985) portrays the total
quantities of gold that have been discovered in gold deposits and
in base-metal deposits since the first Canadian gold discovery.
Figure 13 (Cranstone and Whillans, 1989) shows the
names of deposits and quantities of uranium in the measured,
indicated and inferredresource categories discovered in Canada
per three-year period from 1930, the year the first significant
Canadian uranium deposit was discovered (at what became Port
Radium) on the east shore of Great Bear Lake in the Northwest
Territories.

Figure 14 (Cranstone and Whillans, 1989) indicates
rates of uranium discovery by geological deposit type. The
Precambrian quartz-pebble conglomerates of Elliot Lake, Ontario,
and the deposits related to the unconformity of the late
Precambrian Athabasca Basin of northern Saskatchewan stand out.
The discovery balance has shifted somewhat since thisgraph was
prepared, because major additional unconformity-type deposits
have been discovered in Saskatchewan since 1983.
T a b l e 1 (Cranstone and Whillans, 1989) shows Canadian
and Saskatchewan uranium discovery costs over the period 19711983. The low discovery costs in Saskatchewan are notable.

a

6. Rmlativm Exploration suaarss of Junior and Senior
companies

For many years, the Canadian mining press and the
authors of various published papers have claimed that small
mineral-exploration companies commonly called "junior companies"
had outperformed the senior companies in mineral exploration. It
is still widely believed that the juniors have
found more mineral
deposits than theseniors and that theyfound them at a lower
average cost.
But no solid proof for these opinions had ever been
offered. The lack of proof was not surprising, because the
preparation of a list of discoveries alone would have been an
enormous task. To accurately determine the discoverer and the
year of discovery for each deposit would have been a
prohibitively time-consuming task.
A partial solution became apparent. The Canadian ore
discovery analysis, for which we showed you slidesearlier,
provided an already-completed list of discoveries withdiscovery
year, tonnages and grades and estimates of how much larger each
unmined deposit is likely to be. But this list contained almost
1,000 mineral deposits; determining which of some 1,000 deposits
were discovered by a junior company or by a senior company still
constituted an impossible task. There was a practical solution:
a list of the 223-largest deposits discovered (deposits each with
a value of contained metal greater than $1 billion at January
1979 metal prices) accounted for 84% of the total gross value of
metals contained in the nearly 1,000 deposits discovered. To
facilitate theanalysis, the period of analysis was changed from
1946-1982 to 1947-1982 inclusive, yielding four 9-year discovery
periods for time-comparison purposes.

Figure 1 5 (Cranstone, 1988) shows that over the 36year period 1947-1982, senior companiesdiscovered most of the
metal found in Canada. When exploration expenditures madeby
each of the twogroups of companies are taken into account, it
turns out that the seniors made 79% of the totalexploration
expenditures and are responsiblefor the discovery'of 79% of the
value of metal discovered. The juniors incurred 21% of the
exploration expendituresand found 21% of the metal discovered.
are the basis for Bigure 15 are presented in
The statistics that
tables 2 and 3 (Cranstone, 1988).

Martin and Jen (1988) examined grades of ore produced
in Canadian copper, zinc, lead, nickel, molybdenum, silver and
gold mines at approximately ten-year intervals from1939 through
9

1979. Estimates were made for 1989, based on expected production
from existing mines, deposits then being prepared for production
and likely extensions to then existing mines.

The historical production data needed for this study
were gathered from various sources including National Mineral
Inventory and Corporate Records. The study found that, despite
significant growth in Canadian mineral production in general,
there wasno clear decline in the average grade of metal ores
mined in Canada over the 50-year period 1939 to 1989. Depletion
had not had anyclearly identifiable effect on grades of ores
mined.
In theiranalysis, Martin and Jen considered porphyrytype copper Ores and non-porphyry copper ores separately. They
found that for each type considered alone, there had not beena
significant grade decline over 50 years. If tonnages and grades
of Porphyry and non-porphyry-type ores are combined, then the
average grade Of copper ores mined in Canada haddeclined, but
this was because of the discovery of low-grade porphyry-type
copper deposits mined using low-cost mechanized open-pit methods.
Such low-grade deposits became profitably mineable and resulted
in significantly-increased Canadian copper production:
Overall
copper ore grades declined because it became profitable to mine
lower-grade ore.
Similarly, during the late 1970s and early 1980s, the
average grade of gold ore mined in Canada declined temporarily,
but only because the considerable increase in the price of gold
made it profitable to mine lower gold grades.
Martin and Jen concluded that, over the 50-year period
1939-1989, Canadian exploration geologists have managed to

continue discovering mineral deposits comparable in quality to
previous discoveries.

8.

Promiaiag Canadian Mineral Dmporitrr

Apart from the large number of mineral occurrences
where exploration is progressing towards the calculation of a
tonnage and grade, there are in the order of 1,000 alreadyrecognized metallic mineral deposits currently being worked on in
Canada. while some of these deposits are close to production
decisions, many are still in the early stages of exploration.
Corporate Records are indispensable for a first
assessment of which of this overwhelming number of deposits are
likely candidates for mine development in the foreseeable future,
what metal production they might sustain, in what areas of the
country new mines are likely to be developed, the likely size of
10

new operations, and the earliest date when production might
start. Figure 1 6 (Lemieux, 1990) is taken from a 14-page table
listing 268 mineral deposits from which production is most likely
to come in the foreseeable future.

Copper, nickel, lead, zinc, molybdenum, silver and gold
production represents about 85% of the total $13.3 billion value
of the more than two dozen non-fuel metals produced in Canada in
1989

The level and trend of reserves of these metals has
important implications for future production. Bigure 17
(Lemieux, Jen, Cranstone and Bouchard, 1990) shows the declining
trend in reserves of base metals and the meteoric rise in
reserves of gold since the early 1980s. These reserve estimates
are based on a fedaral-provincial survey of
mines and
concentrators that is supplemented considerably with data from
Corporate Records.
LO. Produotion Capability for Major Metals

Figure 18 (Cranstone and Lemieux, 1988) depicts
expected Canadian production for copper based on data available
during the early part of 1988. It shows that production of
copper is expected to decline considerably after 1993. This has,
among other considerations, important implications with respect
to exploration if Canada is to maintain production and market
share in the years to come. This study, which also examined the
situation for zinc and lead, could not have been done without
data on undeveloped deposits and additional data on reserves
contained in Corporate Records as a supplement to a federalprovincial survey of mines and concentrators.
Figures 19, 20 and 21 (Cranstone and Lemieux, 1988) and
Figurm 22 (Cranstone, 1989) indicate historical rates of Canadian
copper, zinc, lead and nickel discovery per 10-year period from
1846 to 1985. These were used (Cranstone and Lemieux, 1988;
Cranstone, 1989) in conjunction with ripure 18 (copper) and
comparable graphs for zinc, lead and nickel to assess how likely
it will be that sufficient quantities of these netals can be
found in the near future to sustain current Canadian production
levels from the 1990s into the next century.
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PRIVATE SECTOR USE OF TEE NATIONAL MINERAL INVENTORY AND
CORPORATE RECORDS

Complete sets of National Mineral Inventory records are
available for examination at no charge in Ottawa at the offices
of Mineral Policy Sector, at the Geological Survey of Canada and
at the National Library of Canada. Copies of these records can
also be purchased from the Mineral Policy Sector. Copies on
paper for most deposits currently cost 25 to 50 cents, depending
on the amount of information that they contain.
National Mineral Inventory records and Corporate
Records have also found uses in the private sector. Some large
Canadian mining companies maintain their own files of National
Mineral Inventory records. Other companies order specific
records as they need them.
The Canadian exploration industry could probably make
more profitable use of the National Mineral Inventory. Many new
Canadian mines have been developed subsequently from deposits
that were available for staking and were listed in the National
Mineral Inventory.
A s well, industry has made some use of the Mineral
Policy Sector's Corporate Records. Many Canadian mining
companies have their head offices in Toronto, and until this
year, they have had access to corporate files maintained by The
Northern Miner, Canada's weekly mining newspaper. Reference to
the Mineral Policy Sector's Corporate Records could well increase
in the future, as a result of the recent decision of the Northern
Miner to limit public access to its corporate files.

CONCLUSIONS

The studiesdescribed in this paper are a l l based on
the Mineral Policy Sector's National Mineral Inventory and
Corporate Records. These studies represent but a sample of the
many policy-related uses that have been made from the National
Mineral Inventory and from Corporate Records.
What is clear is that these two databases are essential
for the formulation of mineral policy for Canada. Comparable
databases would no doubt yield equally-useful results for other
mineral-producing countries. It is never too late to start
assembling such data. Databases that, at inception find little
use, rapidly become tools essential for policy uses.
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HlSTORlQUE DE L'EXPLORATIUN ET DE LA MISE EN VALEUR

The property c o n s i s t s of a group of 62 patented claims and
surface rights on 2 others, located i n Osway and Huffman town
3hips.

The vein zone on which m o s t of t h e development has been
lone was discovered by B e r t Jerome in 1938,whileprospecting
Tor Mining Corporation of Canada, Limited. On February 23,
L939, Jerome Gold Mines, Limited was incorporated acquiring
from Mining Corporation 48 claims i n Osway and Huffman township.
During t h e winter and e a r l y spring of 1939 exploration and
diamond d r i l l i n g were carried out ami a mining plant installed
and s h a f t sinking begun M claim S 32070.
In 1941 the remaining cfafas making up the present property
e r e acquired by plrchase and staking. The e r e c t i o n of a 500ton cyanide mill begun e a r l y i n the year was completd and
began operation on August
The mill continued Lo operate
untillugust 31, 1943. Underground developmentcontinued u n t i l
J u n e 19l+5 when all operations ceased.
The underground workiws consist of a j-compal-tmnt
v e r t i c a l shaft to a depth of 1,138 f e e t . Lateral developaent
consists of the following:Drifts
Crosscuts
Raises

20.

RIPTIOM OF DEPO iT/DESCR/PT{,N DU GISEMENT
exposed on t%e property s t o r t h e most part greywncke, with saae cmglanerate. These have been ex&ensively
intruded by dykes and bodies of s y e n i t e porphyry. According t
Moorhouse (1949, p. 21). "The mineralized zone i s complex i n
s t r u c t u r e a d c a n p i t i o n . It colnprises a zone of cherty
bluish-mey quartz ham 3 t o 4 r e e t wide on the north w a l l , an
on t h e south wall a discmtinuws vein
zone, in places consist
Pocket)
ing of s t r i n g e r s of bluish quartz."
rhe 2one lies at, or near
the contact of the sediments with
a tongue of porphyry or
h i A l y phorphyritized sediments. In addition t o its l e n t i c u l a
nature, which is a primary f e a t w e of t h e vein structure, t h e
mineralized zone is f u r t h e r broken up by numerous f a u l t s . i'he
main vein i s f a i r l y p e r s i s t e n t , v a r i e s i n
width from 5 t o 75
f e e t , and is locallyinterrupted.Wincralisatiancotisists
of
native cold in association with pyrite, chalcogyrite, tetrahedrite, galena, s p h a l e r i t e and molybdenite. lot a l l of the
mineralized vein material constituted ore.
DE
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/ _
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0
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995
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A t the tine work ceased reserves were calculated by the
cmpany, allowing for a l@d i l u t i o n f a c t o r , et 344,000 tons
averaging 0.19 oz//ton Kold. (cm 1946, p. 159). In 1969,
Jerane's c h a r t e r vas cancelled. In 1975, E.B. Eddy Forest
Products Ltd. omed the property.
G.F. Ross optionedtheclaims
in October 1979. The
following year, Bridgeview ResourcesInc. acquired t h e Ross
option and performed l i n e c u t t i n g and 1 P surveying. Diamond
d r i l l i w , sampling and underground r e h a b i l i t a t i o n Yere
planned f o r f a t e 1980.
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HISTCRY
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HISTORIWE DE L'EXPLORATION IT DE LA MISE p1 V W R

the shaft was dewatered, u/g sampling dane and
put dawn. This work confirmed the
old tonnage and grade figures. (he ddh averaged .1$ oz/t AU
over bo'. rhe headframe is on the property and ready t o be
assembled i n Hay.
(Personal conmunication, Phil brown,
I n 1=,

9 d r i l l holes ( 2 , 5 0 0 * )

North Bay, 23/04/81),
Property could see
oducticm i n t h e sumner of 1983
C a M I I P. Brown, 14/2/83Pl:
Bridgeview ran into financial difficulties and the
buildings uere sefzed by the Sherrlff of t h e D i s t r i c t .

(pers.

Explorations L f d t e d have made an arrangement to hold
the property. Oevay oune the adjoining property that has
gold, s i l v e r Valuet9 and in 1984 changed i t a n a ~ eto Jerome
Gold HIncs Corporatfon. Muecocho ExplOr8tiOnS Limited
opttoned 50% of Jerame'e interest. There uere diamond
d r i l l e d bore than 10,000 feet in 22 holes. Also there were
drilled 1 4 holes along t h e south zone. The reserves in
t h e nain zone wme3ll 000 t o n s of 0 . 2 0 1 ounce per ton AU and

O-ay

the South zone has drill indicated 126 320 tons of 0 . 1 7 5
Ounce Au per ton. (Northern Miner, J u l y l e , 1988).
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Figure 3. Grossmetalvalue of Canadian mineral discoveries
at average prices per three-year period, 1946-82
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Figure 4. Canadian exploration expenditures per three-year
period, 1946-82
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Figure 5. Canadian mineral discoveries: metal value discovered
per exploration dollar at average prices per three-year period,
1946-82
Gross $ value of metals
contained in mineral deposits
discovered in 3-year periods.
per exploration $
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Figure 6
PROPORTION OF TOTAL VALUE OF DISCOVERIES
CONSISTING OF DEPOSITS IN
MAJOR MINING DISTRICTS AND OFMAJOR INDIVIDUAL DEPOSITS
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Figure 7.Copper discovered in Canada per three-year period,l946-82
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Figure 8. Zinc discovered in Canada per three-year period, 1946-82
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Figure 9. Molybdenum discovered in Canada per three-year
period, 1946-82
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Figure 10. Copper discovered in Canada per three-year

period, 1946-82, by geologic deposit type
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NUMBER O F DISCOVERIES CONTAINING
MORE THAN 1 MILLION OUNCES OF GOLD
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VALUE OF MAJOR DISCOVERIES BY JUNIOR
AND SENIORCOMPANIES
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SAMPLE PAGE FROM TABLE OF

PROMISING CANADIAN MINERAL DEPOSITS, DECEMBER 1989
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Figure 17

CANADIAN RESERVES, 1979-89
QUANTITIES OF METALS OR OF ASBESTOSFiBre CONTAINED IN
MINEABLE ORE IN OPERATING MiNESAND DEPOSITS COMMWMD FOR
PRODUCTION A S AT JANNUARY FIRST OF EACH YEAR

MOLYBDENUM CONTAINED IN MINEABLE ORE

COPPER CONTAINED IN MINEABLE ORE
I
15

10

5
0

SILVER CONTAINED IN MNEABLE ORE

SOURCE: ENERGY, MINES AND RESOURCES CANADA

Figure 22

NICKEL DISCOVERED IN CANADA
BY 10-YEAR PERO
ID
IN DEPOSITS THAT HAVE BEEN MINED. ARE BEING MINED,
OR ARE COMMlTTED FOR PRODUCTION.
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TABLE 1

GANADIAN URANIUMDISCOVERY COST 1971-83 INCLUSIVE
(1988 DOLLARS PER KILOGRAM OF URANIUM)

OVERALL CANADIAN DISCOVERY COST

$ 2.89

SASKATCHEWAN DISCOVERY COST

$ 1.70

COST FOR CANADA EXCLUDING SASKATCHEWAN $15.11

Table 2

PERCENTAGE OF DISCOVERY VALUE AND PERCENTAGE O f
EXPLORATION EXPENDITURES BY SENIOR AND BY JUNtUR COMPANIES
DISCOVERY VALUE*

DISCOVBRY
SElJlOR

1947-55

1956-64
1965-73
1974-82

BXPLURATION EXPBNDITURES

BY’*
SENIOR

57.0%
87.8%

81.6%
87.5%

BY***

43.1%

62%

12.2%
18.4%
12.5%

76%
75%

38%
24%
25%

87.5%

12.5%

”~”””””””””””””””””-””””-----------

36 YEARS

1947-1982

78.8%

( 7 0 %1 ****

21.2%

( 3 0 %1 +*+*

79%

21%

Of the 123 major discoveries w i t h a metal content of
at least $1 billion I1979 dollars).
+* For any discovery made j o i n t l y by j u n i o r and s e n i o r
companies, half the value was a s s i g n e d to each.
*** For all metals.
**** Figure i n parentheses refers to value of discoveries
that have become m i n e s .
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